
Why phonology is made of three modules, and how multiple-module spell-out works 

 

The talk introduces the idea that phonology is not the smallest building block in the modular 

system that defines language (alongside with morpho-syntax, semantics, phonetics, maybe 

other items): rather than representing a single computational system (module), phonology is 

itself a cover term for three distinct systems: sonority (Son), place of articulation (Place) and 

laryngeal properties (Lar).  

Diagnostics for each of these areas representing distinct computational systems that abide 

by modular standards come from mutual visibility. It is trivial and well-known, though rarely 

made explicit, that Place and Lar computation appear to be mutually waterproof. While of 

course Place can impact Place (e.g. velar palatalization) and Lar bears on Lar (e.g. voicing 

assimilation), Place modifications triggered by Lar (a velar is turned into a palatal before a 

voiceless consonant) or the reverse (a voiceless consonant becomes voiced when followed by 

a labial) appear entirely outlandish and stand a good chance to be absent from the record.  

Another fundamental distinction is between Son on the one hand and Place / Lar on the 

other: in a regular autosegmental representation the former occurs at and above the skeleton, 

while the latter (sometimes referred to as melody) is located below the skeleton. Selective 

visibility is cross-linguistically pervasive: Son, but not Place or Lar, communicate with morpho-

syntax. That is, morpho-syntax may bear on items at and above the skeleton, but never impacts 

Place or Lar directly. Conversely, Son may bear on morpho-syntax, but Place and Lar never do 

(Zwicky's melody-free syntax: there is nothing like "only words with an initial labial undergo 

movement"). Another asymmetry is the fact that Son bears on Place / Lar (effects of syllable 

structure), but the reverse never occurs (Place and Lar do not condition syllable structure: there 

is nothing like "a branching onset can only be built if its first member is a labial / voiced 

consonant"). 

Finally, it is to be noted that items below the skeleton (Place, Lar) have a phonetic 

correlate (this is why they are called "labial", "voiced", etc.), while items at and above the 

skeleton (Son) do not (an onset, an ictus, a prosodic word or a skeletal slot have no 

pronunciation associated). This matches the fact that Son items are not interchangeable 

(replacing a nucleus by an onset makes no sense and produces an ill-formed structure), while 

Place / Lar items are: the phonological prime to which, say, phonetic labiality is associated may 

be anything and its reverse as long as it is distinct from other primes: β or Ϣ is not any more 

appropriate than [labial]. That is, Son items are phonologically meaningful, while Place and 

Lar items are phonologically meaningless. 

In account of their difference, Feature Geometry has devised distinct category nodes for 

Place and Lar, and externalized Son from the tree altogether (sonority is represented at the root 

node). Structuralizing the distinction between Son, Place and Lar is a step in the right direction, 

but does not forbid Place to condition a Lar process, or the reverse, since both coexist in the 

same computational space. Locating Place and Lar in different modules enacts the fact that 

processes where one conditions the other appear to be absent from the record: they are excluded 

since each computational system can only bear on items of its own domain. 

 

The talk investigates what it takes to run a phonology with three distinct modules. 

Questions addressed are the following: what makes sonority different? How can Son bear on 

Place / Lar (syllable structure effects) if the content of distinct modules is mutually invisible? 

What does the lexical entry of a segment look like if it is made of three distinct types of 

information? How does multiple-module spell-out work? That is, how could three modules that 

co-define a given segment be simultaneously mapped onto a single phonetic correlate that 

combines the threefold information? What are the phonetic categories that this spell-out relates 

to? Where exactly does the transition between the discrete and the gradual occur, and how is it 



managed? What are the grounds for the distinction between a Language-Specific Phonetics 

(learned, acoustic, inside the cognitive system) and Universal Phonetics (not learned, 

articulatory, outside the cognitive system)? 

 


